
Contrac(ons – Review by Martha Macdonald  

 

As soon as the first office papers are slowly shuffled and gently, precisely placed on the 
imposing table intersec:ng the studio space – I know that my fellow audience members and 
I are in for an experience which is too close for comfort. 

From its opening moments, this produc:on of Mike BartleD’s Contrac(ons deliberately 
dwells in its own extremes. The too long table, cuGng across a space that immediately feels 
too small, too close and too in:mate for what we are about to witness.  

Staged in traverse, the audience is already split, each side forced to watch each other as well 
as the performers in a play all about confronta:on, corpora:ons and confinement. These are 
the condi:ons in which we embark upon the piece – already trying to distance ourselves 
from the ac:on onstage – a dynamic which becomes crucial as it hurtles towards its 
disturbing climax. 

Driven doggedly by the electric chemistry between Rhona Richards as The Manager and 
Annigna Kennedy as Emma, the play locates itself where the roman:c and the execu:ve 
intersect. 
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The Manager’s keeping tabs on Emma’s office romance with colleague Darren whilst at first 
seemingly playful, funny and self-aware, quickly becomes uncomfortable, then disturbing 
and ul:mately cold-blooded. 

Stopping at nothing to ensure that the company isn’t compromised by any personal 
rela:onships formed by employees, BartleD’s script only lets the audience into events taking 
place in the Manager’s office. Confining us in this way forces our imagina:ons to run wild as 
to the lengths the company is willing to go in order to keep things ‘professional’.  

Me:culously and sensi:vely directed by Alice Bravery, this Feisty Goat produc:on did not 
shy away from the dangers presented by the text. 

Richards was chillingly dispassionate as the Manager – everything about her performance 
was as :ghtly coiled as her hair severely clipped into a strict updo, ready to pounce at any 
moment, with threat bubbling underneath every politely phrased interview ques:on. Her 
ability to pair comic :ming with such sinister intona:on was truly hypno:sing. 

In this dark two-hander, Kennedy had perhaps the more challenging task of making the case 
for even a shred of humanity, of compromise, of privacy in a space governed en:rely by the 
company’s absolute and tyrannical rules. Playing against her fellow performer’s unflappable 
coldness, it would be easy for any of Kennedy’s counter moves to seem over-the-top, but 
her subtlety as an actor really shone through. 

Their ‘cat and mouse’ game onstage was intensified by Chris:na Orchard’s sound design 
which punctuated the scenes. Transi:ons overloaded with sensory cues, perfectly playing 
into the produc:on’s relishing in the too-muchness, Orchard’s composi:ons placed the 
en:re studio into the fight or flight mode.  
Audially sending you to that moment when your palms begin to sweat, your stomach knots, 
every :ny sound around you gets too loud like you’ve got a migraine coming on and you 
start to scan the room for an exit.  

If anything, I wanted these delicately deranged transi:ons to last even longer, stretching out 
our uncomfortableness and seeing how far it could test our limits. 

Watching as Emma’s frustra:on with the Manager grew, I was yearning for her to take her 
despera:on further – for her to climb over the table, scream in her boss’s face or pull out 
her up:ght hair clip. Perhaps I would have liked to see their conflict reach something more 
extreme to feel some kind of vindica:on, some sense of good conquering evil.  

And perhaps Bravery denied us this release deliberately, to keep us right where we were 
from the play’s beginning moments – on the precipice of our seats, hearts in mouths. 
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